We have observed Bose-Einstein condensation of molecules, created from a spin mixture of fermionic 6Li atoms. The. condensate realizes the limit of tightly bound fermion pairs in the crossover between BCS and BEC superfluidity. OCIS codes: 020.2070 Effects of collisions; 020.7010 Trapping 0 2 0 0 2 Optical Society of America By evaporatively cooling a spin mixture of fermionic 6Li atoms in an optical dipole trap near a Feshbach resonance the atomic gas w e converted into.6Liz molecules. These niolecules are highly vibrationally excited. However, the molecules show very long lifetimes, probably due to Pauli suppression of vibrational quenching. By further evaporating the molecules we reach temperatures below 700 nK where a Base-Einstein condensate of 200,000 molecules forms. The molecular condensate was identified by the sudden onset of a bimodal density distribution.
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For scientifically interesting diatomic free radical molecules, which typically possess large electric dipole moments, Stark deceleration of weak-field weking states is an ideal method for cold sample production. We utilize a seeded, pulsed supersonic beam in combition with an electric discharge to realize an efficient free radical Source tllat is well-suited for use with Stark deceleration. The Source apparatus creates an intense OH molecular beam whose subsequent longitudinal phase-space manipulation by precisely sequenced, pulsed inhomogeneous electric fields is directly observed by in-sihi laser-induced fluorescence &IF) detection.
Pulsedvalve
Istswe 23rd A d i a g m of the Stark decelerator experiment as well as LIF spectra of OH molecules at various spatial pulse propagates down the slower, its fink velocity width leads to temporal spreading of the observed signal. Figure 2 shows a snapshot of the longitudinal phase-space distribution under a specific slowing condition ( c p~ = 75") [I] . Fig. 2(a) and (b) show two cases where the LIF detections are made after 22 and 36 stages of deceleration followed by one stage of free flight. Corresponding numerical simulations derived from longitudinal phase-space calculations (Fig. 2(c) . .
